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LV  P U B L I C  A L E R T S  D U R I N G  O 3

gracedb.ligo.org total of 19 astrophysical alerts so far 
~two events with “matter”, but no EM observations

http://gracedb.ligo.org
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FIG. 11. Astrophysical signal and terrestrial noise event models compared with results for the matched filter searches, PyCBC (left) and
GstLAL (right), versus the respective search’s ranking statistic: % for PyCBC [71] and lnL for GstLAL [9, 79]. These ranking statistics are
not the same as the SNRs reported in Table I; see citations for details. For each panel, the solid colored lines show the median estimated rate
(‘model’) of signal, noise or signal plus noise events above a given ranking statistic threshold, while shaded regions show the estimated model
uncertainties on the combined and individual models at 68% and 95% confidence. The observed number of events above ranking statistic
threshold is indicated by the black line, with confidently detected events (Sec. IV B) labelled. The PyCBC signal model and observed events
are restricted to events with masses compatible with BBH, with chirp mass > 4.35M� (so that BNS candidate events including GW170817 are
not plotted); the GstLAL signal model includes all events, with the signal counts summed over the three astrophysical categories BNS, NSBH,
BBH. The di↵erent ranking statistic used in the PyCBC and GstLAL searches lead to di↵erently-shaped signal models. The black dashed line
in the GstLAL plot shows a realization of the cumulative counts in time-shifted data, reinforcing its consistency with the noise model.

pAi (xµ|{x}) =
Z

p({R},⇤T , {hVT i}|{x})
RihVT ii p(xµ|Ai)

⇤T p(xµ|T ) +
P

j R jhVT i j p(xµ|Aj)
d{R}d⇤T d{hVT i} . (10)

Thus, we obtain pterrestrial, pBBH, pBNS, pNSBH, which are mu-
tually exclusive categorizations. The overall probability of
astrophysical origin sums the expression over all categories in
{A}.

We expect di↵erent values of pAi to be assigned to any
given event by di↵erent search pipelines. This is due to dif-
ferences in the averaged e�ciency of various methods to dis-
criminate signal from noise events, and also to the e↵ects of
random noise fluctuations on the ranking statistics assigned to
a specific event. We also expect systematic uncertainties in
the quoted probabilities due to our lack of knowledge of the
true event populations, for instance the mass distribution of
BNS and NSBH mergers.

Parameter estimation is not performed on all candidates
used to obtain rate estimates, so only the search masses and
rankings are used to derive the astrophysical probabilities. Ta-
ble IV shows the per-pipeline assigned probability values for
each of the relevant categories. The cWB search does not
have a specific event type corresponding to NSBH or BNS,
thus we treat all cWB search events as BBH candidates. Py-
CBC astrophysical probabilities are estimated by applying
simple chirp mass cuts to the set of events with ranking statis-

tic ⇢ > 8: events with M < 2.1 are considered as candidate
BNS, those withM > 4.35 as candidate BBH, and all remain-
ing events as potential NSBH.

B. Binary Black Hole Event Rates

After the detection of GW170104, the event rate of
BBH mergers had been measured to lie between 12-213
Gpc�3 y�1 [15]. This included the four events identified at
that time. The hVT i, and hence the rates, are derived from a
set of assumed BBH populations. In O1, two distributions of
the primary mass — one uniform in the log and one a power
law p(m1) / m�↵1 with an index of ↵ = 2.3 — were used
as representative extremes. In both populations shown here,
the mass distribution cuts o↵ at a lower mass of 5 M�. The
mass distributions cut o↵ at a maximum mass of 50 M�. The
new cuto↵ is motivated both by more sophisticated modelling
of the mass spectrum [55] preferring maximum BH masses
much smaller than the previous limit of 100 M�, as well as as-
trophysical processes which are expected to truncate the dis-
tribution [136]. The BH spin distribution has magnitude uni-

PyCBC                                       GSTLAL
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G R O U N D B R E A K I N G  S C I E N C E  
F R O M  G W  D I S C O V E R I E S

opened a new window to observe the dark sector, inaccessible to others 

confirmed existence of merging binary black holes, ~10-100 yr-1 Gpc-3 

binary neutron star mergers: ~100-4000 yr-1 Gpc-3 

equation of state of matter in neutron stars, NS radius 9-13 km 

gravitational waves travel at the speed of light: |1-cGW /c| < 10-15 

confirmed gravitational wave generation beyond the quadrupole formula 

tails of gravitational waves, absorption of radiation by black holes, … 

discovered a completely new class of black holes 

unexpected properties: 

> 30 M⊙ black holes, spins ~ 0, a challenge to theoretical 
astrophysics  

origin of short GRBs resolved by GW170817 and GW170817A 

helped identify sites of heavy element production
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observed systems are consistent with comparable masses  

the only exception is GW170729, which finds q ~ 0.3-0.8 after reanalysis 

spin of the remnant is less than extremal for all systems
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FIG. 4. Parameter estimation summary plots I. Posterior probability densities of the masses, spins, and SNR of the GW events. For the
two-dimensional distributions, the contours show 90% credible regions. Left panel: Source frame component masses m1 and m2. We use the
convention that m1 � m2, which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution. Lines of constant mass ratio q = m2/m1 are shown
for 1/q = 2, 4, 8. For low-mass events, the contours follow lines of constant chirp mass. Right panel: The mass Mf and dimensionless spin
magnitude af of the final black holes. The colored event labels are ordered by source frame chirp mass. The same color code and ordering
(where appropriate) apply to Figs. 5 to 8.

where M = m1 + m2 is the total mass of the binary, and m1 is
defined to be the mass of the larger component of the binary,
such that m1 � m2. Di↵erent parameterizations of spin e↵ects
are possible and can be motivated from their appearance in
the GW phase or dynamics [121–123]. �e↵ is approximately
conserved throughout the inspiral [120]. To assess whether a
binary is precessing we use a single e↵ective precession spin
parameter �p [124] (see Appendix C).

During the inspiral the phase evolution depends at leading
order on the chirp mass [34, 125, 126],

M =
(m1m2)3/5

M1/5 , (5)

which is also the best measured parameter for low mass sys-
tems dominated by the inspiral [100, 121, 127, 128]. The mass
ratio

q =
m2

m1
 1 (6)

and e↵ective aligned spin �e↵ appear in the phasing at higher
orders [100, 120, 122].

For precessing binaries the orbital angular momentum vec-
tor ~L is not a stable direction, and it is preferable to describe
the source inclination by the angle ✓JN between the total an-
gular momentum ~J (which typically is approximately constant
throughout the inspiral) and the line of sight vector ~N instead
of the orbital inclination angle ◆ between ~L and ~N [118, 129].
We quote frequency-dependent quantities such as spin vec-
tors and derived quantities as �p at a GW reference frequency
fref = 20Hz.

Binary neutron stars have additional degrees of freedom re-
lated to their response to a tidal field. The dominant quadrupo-
lar (` = 2) tidal deformation is described by the dimensionless
tidal deformability ⇤ = (2/3)k2

h
(c2/G)(R/m)

i5
of each neu-

tron star (NS), where k2 is the dimensionless ` = 2 Love num-
ber and R is the NS radius. The tidal deformabilities depend
on the NS mass m and the equation of state (EOS). The domi-
nant tidal contribution to the GW phase evolution is encapsu-
lated in an e↵ective tidal deformability parameter [130, 131]

⇤̃ =
16
13

(m1 + 12m2)m4
1⇤1 + (m2 + 12m1)m4

2⇤2

M5 . (7)

B. Masses

In the left panel of Fig. 4 we show the inferred component
masses of the binaries in the source frame as contours in the
m1-m2 plane. Because of the mass prior, we consider only sys-
tems with m1 � m2 and exclude the shaded region. The com-
ponent masses of the detected BH binaries cover a wide range
from ⇠ 5M� to ⇠ 70M� and lie within the range expected for
stellar-mass BHs [132–134]. The posterior distribution of the
heavier component in the heaviest BBH, GW170729, grazes
the lower boundary of the possible mass gap expected from
pulsational pair instability and pair instability supernovae at
⇠ 60 � 120M� [135–137]. The lowest-mass BBH systems,
GW151226 and GW170608, have 90% credible lower bounds
on m2 of 5.6 M� and 5.9 M�, respectively, and therefore lie
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where M = m1 + m2 is the total mass of the binary, and m1 is
defined to be the mass of the larger component of the binary,
such that m1 � m2. Di↵erent parameterizations of spin e↵ects
are possible and can be motivated from their appearance in
the GW phase or dynamics [121–123]. �e↵ is approximately
conserved throughout the inspiral [120]. To assess whether a
binary is precessing we use a single e↵ective precession spin
parameter �p [124] (see Appendix C).

During the inspiral the phase evolution depends at leading
order on the chirp mass [34, 125, 126],

M =
(m1m2)3/5

M1/5 , (5)

which is also the best measured parameter for low mass sys-
tems dominated by the inspiral [100, 121, 127, 128]. The mass
ratio

q =
m2

m1
 1 (6)

and e↵ective aligned spin �e↵ appear in the phasing at higher
orders [100, 120, 122].

For precessing binaries the orbital angular momentum vec-
tor ~L is not a stable direction, and it is preferable to describe
the source inclination by the angle ✓JN between the total an-
gular momentum ~J (which typically is approximately constant
throughout the inspiral) and the line of sight vector ~N instead
of the orbital inclination angle ◆ between ~L and ~N [118, 129].
We quote frequency-dependent quantities such as spin vec-
tors and derived quantities as �p at a GW reference frequency
fref = 20Hz.

Binary neutron stars have additional degrees of freedom re-
lated to their response to a tidal field. The dominant quadrupo-
lar (` = 2) tidal deformation is described by the dimensionless
tidal deformability ⇤ = (2/3)k2

h
(c2/G)(R/m)

i5
of each neu-

tron star (NS), where k2 is the dimensionless ` = 2 Love num-
ber and R is the NS radius. The tidal deformabilities depend
on the NS mass m and the equation of state (EOS). The domi-
nant tidal contribution to the GW phase evolution is encapsu-
lated in an e↵ective tidal deformability parameter [130, 131]

⇤̃ =
16
13

(m1 + 12m2)m4
1⇤1 + (m2 + 12m1)m4

2⇤2

M5 . (7)

B. Masses

In the left panel of Fig. 4 we show the inferred component
masses of the binaries in the source frame as contours in the
m1-m2 plane. Because of the mass prior, we consider only sys-
tems with m1 � m2 and exclude the shaded region. The com-
ponent masses of the detected BH binaries cover a wide range
from ⇠ 5M� to ⇠ 70M� and lie within the range expected for
stellar-mass BHs [132–134]. The posterior distribution of the
heavier component in the heaviest BBH, GW170729, grazes
the lower boundary of the possible mass gap expected from
pulsational pair instability and pair instability supernovae at
⇠ 60 � 120M� [135–137]. The lowest-mass BBH systems,
GW151226 and GW170608, have 90% credible lower bounds
on m2 of 5.6 M� and 5.9 M�, respectively, and therefore lie
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FIG. 7. Parameter estimation summary plots IV. Posterior probability densities of distance dL, inclination angle ✓JN , and chirp massM of the
GW events. For the two-dimensional distributions, the contours show 90% credible regions. For GW170817 we show results for the high-spin
prior ai < 0.89. Left panel: The inclination angle and luminosity distance of the binaries. Right panel: The luminosity distance (or redshift z)
and source-frame chirp mass. The colored event labels are ordered by source-frame chirp mass.

dL = 2750+1350
�1320 Mpc, corresponding to a redshift of 0.48+0.19

�0.20.
The closest BBH is GW170608, at dL = 320+120

�110 Mpc, while
the BNS GW170817 was found at dL = 40+10

�10 Mpc. The sig-
nificant uncertainty in the luminosity distance stems from the
degeneracy between the distance and the binary’s inclination,
inferred from the signal amplitude [128, 184, 185]. We show
joint posteriors of luminosity distance and inclination ✓JN in
the left panel in Fig. 7. In general, the inclination angle is only
weakly constrained, and for most events it has a bimodal dis-
tribution around ✓JN = 90� with greatest support for the source
being either face on or face o↵ (angular momentum pointed
parallel or antiparallel to the line of sight). These orientations
produce the greatest gravitational-wave amplitude and so are
consistent with the largest distance. For GW170817 the ✓JN
distribution has a single mode. For GW170809, GW170818,
and GW150914 the 90% interval contains only a single mode
so that the 5th percentile lies above ✓JN = 90�. Orientations
of the total orbital angular momentum that are strongly mis-
aligned with the line of sight are in general disfavored due
to the weaker emitted GW signal compared to observing a
binary face-on (✓JN = 0�) or face-o↵ (✓JN = 180�). For
GW170818 the misalignment is more likely, with the prob-
ability that 45� < ✓JN < 135� being 0.38. This probability
is less than 0.36 for all other events. An inclination close to
✓JN = 90� would enhance subdominant modes in the GW sig-
nal, but also result in a weaker emitted signal and, to com-
pensate, a closer source. A more precise measurement of
the inclination will be possible for strongly precessing bina-
ries [161, 186].

This analysis assumes that the emitted GW signal is not
a↵ected by gravitational lensing. Lensing would make GW

mergers appear closer than they are and reduce their inferred,
redshift-corrected source frame masses, depending on the true
distance and magnification factor of the lens. Motivated by the
heavy BBHs observed by LIGO and Virgo, Ref. [187] claims
that four of the published BBH observations have been mag-
nified by gravitational lensing. On the other hand, it has been
pointed out that at LIGO’s and Virgo’s current sensitivities it
is unlikely but not impossible that one of the GWs is multiply-
imaged. Ref. [188] suggests 10�5y�1 as a lower limit on the
number of BBH mergers a↵ected by lensing, when consider-
ing lensing by clusters.

In the right panel of Fig. 7 we show the joint posterior be-
tween luminosity distance (or redshift) and source frame chirp
mass. We see that overall luminosity distance and chirp mass
are positively correlated, as expected for unlensed BBHs ob-
servations.

An observed GW signal is registered with di↵erent arrival
times at the detector sites. The observed time delays and am-
plitude and phase consistency of the signals at the sites allow
us to localize the signal on the sky [189–191]. Two detectors
can constrain the sky location to a broken annulus [192–195]
and the presence of additional detectors in the network im-
proves localization [19, 196–198]. Fig. 8 shows the sky lo-
calizations for all GW events. Both panels show posteriors
in celestial coordinates which indicate the origin of the sig-
nal. In general, the credible regions of sky position are made
up of a collection of disconnected components determined by
the pattern of sensitivity of the individual detectors. The top
panel shows localizations for confidently detected O2 events
that were communicated to EM observers and are discussed
further in Ref. [22]. The results for the credible regions and
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nal, but also result in a weaker emitted signal and, to com-
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the inclination will be possible for strongly precessing bina-
ries [161, 186].
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is unlikely but not impossible that one of the GWs is multiply-
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number of BBH mergers a↵ected by lensing, when consider-
ing lensing by clusters.

In the right panel of Fig. 7 we show the joint posterior be-
tween luminosity distance (or redshift) and source frame chirp
mass. We see that overall luminosity distance and chirp mass
are positively correlated, as expected for unlensed BBHs ob-
servations.

An observed GW signal is registered with di↵erent arrival
times at the detector sites. The observed time delays and am-
plitude and phase consistency of the signals at the sites allow
us to localize the signal on the sky [189–191]. Two detectors
can constrain the sky location to a broken annulus [192–195]
and the presence of additional detectors in the network im-
proves localization [19, 196–198]. Fig. 8 shows the sky lo-
calizations for all GW events. Both panels show posteriors
in celestial coordinates which indicate the origin of the sig-
nal. In general, the credible regions of sky position are made
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panel shows localizations for confidently detected O2 events
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is unlikely but not impossible that one of the GWs is multiply-
imaged. Ref. [188] suggests 10�5y�1 as a lower limit on the
number of BBH mergers a↵ected by lensing, when consider-
ing lensing by clusters.

In the right panel of Fig. 7 we show the joint posterior be-
tween luminosity distance (or redshift) and source frame chirp
mass. We see that overall luminosity distance and chirp mass
are positively correlated, as expected for unlensed BBHs ob-
servations.

An observed GW signal is registered with di↵erent arrival
times at the detector sites. The observed time delays and am-
plitude and phase consistency of the signals at the sites allow
us to localize the signal on the sky [189–191]. Two detectors
can constrain the sky location to a broken annulus [192–195]
and the presence of additional detectors in the network im-
proves localization [19, 196–198]. Fig. 8 shows the sky lo-
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FIG. 5. Parameter estimation summary plots II. Posterior probability densities of the mass ratio and spin parameters of the GW events.
The shaded probability distributions have equal maximum widths, and horizontal lines indicate the medians and 90% credible intervals of the
distributions. For the two-dimensional distributions, the contours show 90% credible regions. Events are ordered by source frame chirp mass.
The colors correspond to the colors used in summary plots. For GW170817 we show results for the high-spin prior ai < 0.89. Top left panel:
The mass ratio q = m2/m1. Top right panel: The e↵ective aligned spin magnitude �e↵ . Bottom left panel: Contours of 90% credible regions for
the e↵ective aligned spin and mass ratio of the binary components for low (high) mass binaries are shown in the upper (lower) panel. Bottom
right panel: The e↵ective precession spin posterior (colored) and its e↵ective prior distribution (white) for BBH (BNS) events. The priors
have been conditioned on the �e↵ posterior distributions.

above the proposed BH mass gap region [138–141] of 2�5M�.
The component masses of the BBHs show a strong degener-
acy with each other. Lower mass systems are dominated by
the inspiral of the binary, and the component mass contours
trace out a line of constant chirp mass Eq. (5) which is the
best measured parameter in the inspiral [34, 121, 127]. Since
higher-mass systems merge at a lower GW frequency, their
GW signal is dominated by the merger of the binary. For high
mass binaries the total mass can be measured with accuracy
comparable to that of the chirp mass [142–145].

We show posteriors for the ratio of the component
masses Eq. (6) in the top left panel of Fig. 5. This parameter

is much harder to constrain than the chirp mass. The width
of the posteriors depends mostly on SNR and so the mass
ratio is best measured for the loudest events, GW170817,
GW150914 and GW170814. Even though GW170817 has
the highest SNR of all events, its mass ratio is less well con-
strained, because the signal power comes predominantly from
the inspiral, while the merger contributes little compared to
BBH [146]. GW151226 and GW151012 have posterior sup-
port for more unequal mass ratios than the other events, with
lower bounds of 0.28 and 0.30 at 90% credible level.

The final mass, radiated energy, final spin, and peak lu-
minosity of the BH remnant from a BBH coalescence are

have mostly observed equal mass systems (except GW170729) 

effective spin consistent with zero 

spins such that the merger is similar to that of two 
Schwarzschild black holes
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above the proposed BH mass gap region [138–141] of 2�5M�.
The component masses of the BBHs show a strong degener-
acy with each other. Lower mass systems are dominated by
the inspiral of the binary, and the component mass contours
trace out a line of constant chirp mass Eq. (5) which is the
best measured parameter in the inspiral [34, 121, 127]. Since
higher-mass systems merge at a lower GW frequency, their
GW signal is dominated by the merger of the binary. For high
mass binaries the total mass can be measured with accuracy
comparable to that of the chirp mass [142–145].

We show posteriors for the ratio of the component
masses Eq. (6) in the top left panel of Fig. 5. This parameter

is much harder to constrain than the chirp mass. The width
of the posteriors depends mostly on SNR and so the mass
ratio is best measured for the loudest events, GW170817,
GW150914 and GW170814. Even though GW170817 has
the highest SNR of all events, its mass ratio is less well con-
strained, because the signal power comes predominantly from
the inspiral, while the merger contributes little compared to
BBH [146]. GW151226 and GW151012 have posterior sup-
port for more unequal mass ratios than the other events, with
lower bounds of 0.28 and 0.30 at 90% credible level.

The final mass, radiated energy, final spin, and peak lu-
minosity of the BH remnant from a BBH coalescence are

C O R R E L A T I O N S  B E T W E E N  
P A R A M E T E R S

find no correlation between effective spin and mass ratio (may 
be because these are mostly equal mass systems) 

there is no evidence for spin precession/data is insensitive to 
spin precession 

posterior distributions are similar to priors
 12
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alternatively, progenitor spins oriented so as to mimic merger 
of zero spin black holes
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FIG. 4. Parameter estimation summary plots I. Posterior probability densities of the masses, spins, and SNR of the GW events. For the
two-dimensional distributions, the contours show 90% credible regions. Left panel: Source frame component masses m1 and m2. We use the
convention that m1 � m2, which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution. Lines of constant mass ratio q = m2/m1 are shown
for 1/q = 2, 4, 8. For low-mass events, the contours follow lines of constant chirp mass. Right panel: The mass Mf and dimensionless spin
magnitude af of the final black holes. The colored event labels are ordered by source frame chirp mass. The same color code and ordering
(where appropriate) apply to Figs. 5 to 8.

where M = m1 + m2 is the total mass of the binary, and m1 is
defined to be the mass of the larger component of the binary,
such that m1 � m2. Di↵erent parameterizations of spin e↵ects
are possible and can be motivated from their appearance in
the GW phase or dynamics [121–123]. �e↵ is approximately
conserved throughout the inspiral [120]. To assess whether a
binary is precessing we use a single e↵ective precession spin
parameter �p [124] (see Appendix C).

During the inspiral the phase evolution depends at leading
order on the chirp mass [34, 125, 126],

M =
(m1m2)3/5

M1/5 , (5)

which is also the best measured parameter for low mass sys-
tems dominated by the inspiral [100, 121, 127, 128]. The mass
ratio

q =
m2

m1
 1 (6)

and e↵ective aligned spin �e↵ appear in the phasing at higher
orders [100, 120, 122].

For precessing binaries the orbital angular momentum vec-
tor ~L is not a stable direction, and it is preferable to describe
the source inclination by the angle ✓JN between the total an-
gular momentum ~J (which typically is approximately constant
throughout the inspiral) and the line of sight vector ~N instead
of the orbital inclination angle ◆ between ~L and ~N [118, 129].
We quote frequency-dependent quantities such as spin vec-
tors and derived quantities as �p at a GW reference frequency
fref = 20Hz.

Binary neutron stars have additional degrees of freedom re-
lated to their response to a tidal field. The dominant quadrupo-
lar (` = 2) tidal deformation is described by the dimensionless
tidal deformability ⇤ = (2/3)k2

h
(c2/G)(R/m)

i5
of each neu-

tron star (NS), where k2 is the dimensionless ` = 2 Love num-
ber and R is the NS radius. The tidal deformabilities depend
on the NS mass m and the equation of state (EOS). The domi-
nant tidal contribution to the GW phase evolution is encapsu-
lated in an e↵ective tidal deformability parameter [130, 131]

⇤̃ =
16
13

(m1 + 12m2)m4
1⇤1 + (m2 + 12m1)m4

2⇤2

M5 . (7)

B. Masses

In the left panel of Fig. 4 we show the inferred component
masses of the binaries in the source frame as contours in the
m1-m2 plane. Because of the mass prior, we consider only sys-
tems with m1 � m2 and exclude the shaded region. The com-
ponent masses of the detected BH binaries cover a wide range
from ⇠ 5M� to ⇠ 70M� and lie within the range expected for
stellar-mass BHs [132–134]. The posterior distribution of the
heavier component in the heaviest BBH, GW170729, grazes
the lower boundary of the possible mass gap expected from
pulsational pair instability and pair instability supernovae at
⇠ 60 � 120M� [135–137]. The lowest-mass BBH systems,
GW151226 and GW170608, have 90% credible lower bounds
on m2 of 5.6 M� and 5.9 M�, respectively, and therefore lie
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two-dimensional distributions, the contours show 90% credible regions. Left panel: Source frame component masses m1 and m2. We use the
convention that m1 � m2, which produces the sharp cut in the two-dimensional distribution. Lines of constant mass ratio q = m2/m1 are shown
for 1/q = 2, 4, 8. For low-mass events, the contours follow lines of constant chirp mass. Right panel: The mass Mf and dimensionless spin
magnitude af of the final black holes. The colored event labels are ordered by source frame chirp mass. The same color code and ordering
(where appropriate) apply to Figs. 5 to 8.

where M = m1 + m2 is the total mass of the binary, and m1 is
defined to be the mass of the larger component of the binary,
such that m1 � m2. Di↵erent parameterizations of spin e↵ects
are possible and can be motivated from their appearance in
the GW phase or dynamics [121–123]. �e↵ is approximately
conserved throughout the inspiral [120]. To assess whether a
binary is precessing we use a single e↵ective precession spin
parameter �p [124] (see Appendix C).

During the inspiral the phase evolution depends at leading
order on the chirp mass [34, 125, 126],

M =
(m1m2)3/5

M1/5 , (5)

which is also the best measured parameter for low mass sys-
tems dominated by the inspiral [100, 121, 127, 128]. The mass
ratio

q =
m2

m1
 1 (6)

and e↵ective aligned spin �e↵ appear in the phasing at higher
orders [100, 120, 122].

For precessing binaries the orbital angular momentum vec-
tor ~L is not a stable direction, and it is preferable to describe
the source inclination by the angle ✓JN between the total an-
gular momentum ~J (which typically is approximately constant
throughout the inspiral) and the line of sight vector ~N instead
of the orbital inclination angle ◆ between ~L and ~N [118, 129].
We quote frequency-dependent quantities such as spin vec-
tors and derived quantities as �p at a GW reference frequency
fref = 20Hz.

Binary neutron stars have additional degrees of freedom re-
lated to their response to a tidal field. The dominant quadrupo-
lar (` = 2) tidal deformation is described by the dimensionless
tidal deformability ⇤ = (2/3)k2

h
(c2/G)(R/m)

i5
of each neu-

tron star (NS), where k2 is the dimensionless ` = 2 Love num-
ber and R is the NS radius. The tidal deformabilities depend
on the NS mass m and the equation of state (EOS). The domi-
nant tidal contribution to the GW phase evolution is encapsu-
lated in an e↵ective tidal deformability parameter [130, 131]

⇤̃ =
16
13

(m1 + 12m2)m4
1⇤1 + (m2 + 12m1)m4

2⇤2

M5 . (7)

B. Masses

In the left panel of Fig. 4 we show the inferred component
masses of the binaries in the source frame as contours in the
m1-m2 plane. Because of the mass prior, we consider only sys-
tems with m1 � m2 and exclude the shaded region. The com-
ponent masses of the detected BH binaries cover a wide range
from ⇠ 5M� to ⇠ 70M� and lie within the range expected for
stellar-mass BHs [132–134]. The posterior distribution of the
heavier component in the heaviest BBH, GW170729, grazes
the lower boundary of the possible mass gap expected from
pulsational pair instability and pair instability supernovae at
⇠ 60 � 120M� [135–137]. The lowest-mass BBH systems,
GW151226 and GW170608, have 90% credible lower bounds
on m2 of 5.6 M� and 5.9 M�, respectively, and therefore lie
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FIG. 17. Example prior and posterior distributions for GW170809. Left column: The four panels show the three di↵erent prior choice P1
(black), P2 (blue) and P3 (crimson) for four di↵erent physical parameters: the chirp mass, the e↵ective aligned spin, the e↵ective precession
spin and the luminosity distance. Right column: The four panels show the corresponding posterior probability distributions for the same four
physical parameters obtained under the three di↵erent prior assumptions P1 (black), P2 (blue) and P3 (crimson). In all panels the dashed
vertical lines indicate the 90% credible intervals.
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TABLE I. The GW events considered in this paper, separated by observing run. The first block of columns gives the names of the events and
lists some of their relevant properties obtained using GR waveforms (luminosity distance DL, source frame total mass Mtot and final mass Mf,
and dimensionless final spin af). The next block of columns gives the significance, measured by the false-alarm-rate (FAR), with which each
event was detected by each of the three searches employed, as well as the matched filter signal-to-noise ratio from the stochastic sampling
analyses with GR waveforms. A dash indicates that an event was not identified by a search. The parameters and SNR values give the medians
and 90% credible intervals. All the events except for GW151226 and GW170729 are consistent with a binary of nonspinning black holes (when
analyzed assuming GR). See [14] for more details about all the events.a The last block of columns indicates which GR tests are performed on a
given event: RT = residuals test (Sec. V A); IMR = inspiral-merger-ringdown consistency test (Sec. V B); PI & PPI = parameterized tests of GW
generation for inspiral and post-inspiral phases (Sec. VI); MDR = modified GW dispersion relation (Sec. VII). The events with bold names are
used to obtain the combined results for each test.

Event Properties FAR SNR GR tests performed
DL Mtot Mf af PyCBC GstLAL cWB RT IMR PI PPI MDR

[Mpc] [M�] [M�] [yr�1] [yr�1] [yr�1]

GW150914b 430+150
�170 66.2+3.7

�3.3 63.1+3.3
�3.0 0.69+0.05

�0.04 < 1.5 ⇥ 10�5 < 1.0 ⇥ 10�7 < 1.6 ⇥ 10�4 25.3+0.1
�0.2 3 3 3 3 3

GW151012b 1060+550
�480 37.3+10.6

�3.9 35.7+10.7
�3.8 0.67+0.13

�0.11 0.17 7.9 ⇥ 10�3 – 9.2+0.3
�0.4 3 – – 3 3

GW151226b,c 440+180
�190 21.5+6.2

�1.5 20.5+6.4
�1.5 0.74+0.07

�0.05 < 1.7 ⇥ 10�5 < 1.0 ⇥ 10�7 0.02 12.4+0.2
�0.3 3 – 3 – 3

GW170104 960+440
�420 51.3+5.3

�4.2 49.1+5.2
�4.0 0.66+0.08

�0.11 < 1.4 ⇥ 10�5 < 1.0 ⇥ 10�7 2.9 ⇥ 10�4 14.0+0.2
�0.3 3 3 3 3 3

GW170608 320+120
�110 18.6+3.1

�0.7 17.8+3.2
�0.7 0.69+0.04

�0.04 < 3.1 ⇥ 10�4 < 1.0 ⇥ 10�7 1.4 ⇥ 10�4 15.6+0.2
�0.3 3 – 3 3 3

GW170729d 2760+1380
�1340 85.2+15.6

�11.1 80.3+14.6
�10.2 0.81+0.07

�0.13 1.4 0.18 0.02 10.8+0.4
�0.5 3 3 – 3 3

GW170809 990+320
�380 59.2+5.4

�3.9 56.4+5.2
�3.7 0.70+0.08

�0.09 1.4 ⇥ 10�4 < 1.0 ⇥ 10�7 – 12.7+0.2
�0.3 3 3 – 3 3

GW170814 580+160
�210 56.1+3.4

�2.7 53.4+3.2
�2.4 0.72+0.07

�0.05 < 1.2 ⇥ 10�5 < 1.0 ⇥ 10�7 < 2.1 ⇥ 10�4 17.8+0.3
�0.3 3 3 3 3 3

GW170818 1020+430
�360 62.5+5.1

�4.0 59.8+4.8
�3.8 0.67+0.07

�0.08 – 4.2 ⇥ 10�5 – 11.9+0.3
�0.4 3 3 – 3 3

GW170823 1850+840
�840 68.9+9.9

�7.1 65.6+9.4
�6.6 0.71+0.08

�0.10 < 3.3 ⇥ 10�5 < 1.0 ⇥ 10�7 2.1 ⇥ 10�3 12.1+0.2
�0.3 3 3 – 3 3

a The parameters given in this table di↵er slightly from those in v2 of the arXiv version of [14] since they correct for a small issue in the application of priors for
spin parameters.

b The FARs for these events di↵er from those in [5] because the data were re-analyzed with the new pipeline statistics used in O2 (see [14] for more details).
c At least one black hole has dimensionless spin > 0.28 (99% credible level).
d This event has a higher significance in the unmodeled search than in the modeled searches. Additionally, at least one black hole has dimensionless spin > 0.27

(99% credible level).

respect to the detector network. The intrinsic parameters for
circularized black-hole binaries in GR are the two masses mi of
the black holes and the two spin vectors ~S i defining the rotation
of each black hole, where i 2 {1, 2} labels the two black holes.
We assume that the binary has negligible orbital eccentricity,
as is expected to be the case when the binary enters the band of
ground-based detectors [45, 46] (except in some more extreme
formation scenarios,4 e.g., [54–57]). The extrinsic parameters
comprise four parameters that specify the space-time location
of the binary black-hole, namely the sky location (right ascen-
sion and declination), the luminosity distance, and the time of
coalescence. In addition, there are three extrinsic parameters
that determine the orientation of the binary with respect to
Earth, namely the inclination angle of the orbit with respect
to the observer, the polarization angle, and the orbital phase at
coalescence.

We employ two waveform families that model binary black
holes in GR: the e↵ective-one-body based SEOBNRv4 [18]
waveform family that assumes non-precessing spins for the
black holes (we use the frequency domain reduced order

4 These scenarios could occur often enough, compared to the expected rate
of detections, that the inclusion of eccentricity in waveform models is a
necessity for tests of GR in future observing runs; see, e.g., [47–53] for
recent work on developing such waveform models.

model SEOBNRv4 ROM for reasons of computational e�-
ciency), and the phenomenological waveform family IMRPhe-
nomPv2 [19, 58, 59] that models the e↵ects of precessing spins
using two e↵ective parameters by twisting up the underlying
aligned-spin model. We use IMRPhenomPv2 to obtain all the
main results given in this paper, and use SEOBNRv4 to check
the robustness of these results, whenever possible. When we
use IMRPhenomPv2, we impose a prior m1/m2  18 on the
mass ratio, as the waveform family is not calibrated against
numerical relativity simulations for m1/m2 > 18. We do not
impose a similar prior when using SEOBNRv4, since it in-
cludes information about the extreme mass ratio limit. Neither
of these waveform models includes the full spin dynamics
(which requires 6 spin parameters). Fully precessing waveform
models have been recently developed [21, 60–62] and will be
used in future applications of these tests.

The waveform models used in this paper do not include the
e↵ects of subdominant (non-quadrupole) modes, which are
expected to be small for comparable-mass binaries [63, 64].
The first generation of binary black hole waveform models
including spin and higher order modes has recently been de-
veloped [62, 65–67]. Preliminary results in [14], using NR
simulations supplemented by NR surrogate waveforms, indi-
cate that the higher mode content of the GW signals detected
by Advanced LIGO and Virgo is weak enough that models
without the e↵ect of subdominant modes do not introduce sub-
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FIG. 12. This figure shows the posterior distribution — combined
from the results of PyCBC and GstLAL— on the BBH event rate for
the flat in log (blue) and power-law (orange) mass distributions. The
symmetric 90% confidence intervals are indicated with vertical lines
beneath the posterior distribution. The union of intervals is indicated
in black.

population model of binary neutron stars with uniform com-
ponent masses in the 1 – 2 M� range, and obtained an event
rate interval of 320 � 4740 Gpc�3 y�1. In addition to updating
this rate to account for all available data from O1 and O2, we
also introduce another fiducial population, serving two pur-
poses. The first is to emulate a distribution assumed previ-
ously [205] which models both components as uncorrelated
Gaussians. The overall mass distribution is centered at 1.33
M� with a standard deviation of 0.09 M�. Secondly, this dis-
tribution can be considered as a bracket on the event rate from
the upper end, since its hVT i over the population is smaller
than the value obtained from the uniform set.

The event rate distribution for each search and mass distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 13. The di↵erences in the distribution
between the searches are a consequence of the ranking statis-
tic threshold applied to either. PyCBC measures a smaller
hVT i because its fiducial threshold is higher than GstLAL.
Despite the threshold di↵erence, the two searches find similar
values for ⇤BNS, and hence the rate for GstLAL is lower than
for PyCBC. For the uniform mass set, we obtain an interval
at 90% confidence of R = 800+1970

�680 Gpc�3 y�1(PyCBC) and
R = 662+1609

�565 Gpc�3 y�1(GstLAL), and for the Gaussian set we
obtain R = 1210+3230

�1040 Gpc�3 y�1(PyCBC) and R = 920+2220
�790

Gpc�3 y�1(GstLAL). These values are consistent with previ-
ous observational values (both GW and radio pulsar) as well
as more recent investigations [212]. The union of the intervals
combined over both populations lies in 110�3840 Gpc�3 y�1.

FIG. 13. This figure shows the posterior distributions of the BNS
event rate for the GstLAL and PyCBC searches. The uniform mass
distribution corresponds to the orange curves and Gaussian mass dis-
tributions corresponds to the blue curves. The symmetric 90% confi-
dence intervals are indicated with vertical lines beneath the posterior
distributions.

D. Neutron Star Black Hole Event Rates

The NSBH space is a unique challenge both to model as-
trophysically and for which to produce accurate waveforms.
Astrophysical models span a wide range of potential mass ra-
tios and spin configurations, and there are no electromagnetic
observational examples. Hence, we take an approach similar
to previous analyses [205] and examine specific points in the
mass space while considering two component spin configu-
rations: isotropic and orbital angular momentum aligned as
described in Sec. VII B.

Since there were no confident detection candidates in the
NSBH category, we update the upper limit at 90% confidence
in this category in Fig. 14. All upper limits are below 610
Gpc�3 y�1. Those results are obtained using a uniform prior
over R. The Je↵reys prior (which also appeared in [205])
suppresses larger R values. This prior choice would obtain a
less conservative upper limit. This limit is now stronger at all
masses than the “high” rate prediction [213] (103 Gpc�3 y�1)
for NSBH sources.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the results from GW searches for com-
pact mergers during the first and second observing runs by the
Advanced GW detector network. Advanced LIGO and Ad-
vanced Virgo have confidently detected gravitational waves
from ten stellar-mass binary black hole mergers and one bi-
nary neutron star inspiral. The signals were discovered using
three independent analyses: two matched-filter searches [8, 9]
and one weakly modeled burst search [11]. We have re-
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�1320 Mpc. No neutron star – black hole mergers were detected. In addition to highly significant
gravitational-wave events, we also provide a list of marginal event candidates with an estimated false alarm rate
less than 1 per 30 days. From these results over the first two observing runs, which include approximately one
gravitational-wave detection per 15 days of data searched, we infer merger rates at the 90% confidence intervals
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fixed population distributions, and determine a neutron star – black hole merger rate 90% upper limit of 610
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• In aLIGO/AdV 
expect 1 BBH 
event per day, 1 
BNS event 
every couple of 
days
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F O R M AT I O N  A N D  E V O L U T I O N  
C O M P A C T  B I N A R I E S

❖ in isolated binaries 

❖ in dense stellar clusters  

❖ primordial black holes
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2016; Bird+ 2016, Carr 2019) 
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P R I M O R D I A L  B L A C K  H O L E S  
A S  S O U R C E  O F  L I G O - V I R G O  

B L A C K  H O L E S

sub-solar black holes 
cannot form by stellar 
evolution 

must be primordial in 
origin 

3G detectors can probe 
existence of light black 
holes 
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3G network would settle the question if LIGO-Virgo black 
holes constitute dark matter and are primordial in origin 

Credit:Miguel Zumalacarregui
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In the mid-1960s, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were discovered
by the Vela satellites, and their cosmic origin was first established
by Klebesadel et al. (1973). GRBs are classified as long or short,
based on their duration and spectral hardness(Dezalay et al. 1992;
Kouveliotou et al. 1993). Uncovering the progenitors of GRBs
has been one of the key challenges in high-energy astrophysics
ever since(Lee & Ramirez-Ruiz 2007). It has long been
suggested that short GRBs might be related to neutron star
mergers (Goodman 1986; Paczynski 1986; Eichler et al. 1989;
Narayan et al. 1992).

In 2005, the field of short gamma-ray burst (sGRB) studies
experienced a breakthrough (for reviews see Nakar 2007; Berger
2014) with the identification of the first host galaxies of sGRBs
and multi-wavelength observation (from X-ray to optical and
radio) of their afterglows (Berger et al. 2005; Fox et al. 2005;
Gehrels et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005b; Villasenor et al. 2005).
These observations provided strong hints that sGRBs might be
associated with mergers of neutron stars with other neutron stars
or with black holes. These hints included: (i) their association with
both elliptical and star-forming galaxies (Barthelmy et al. 2005;
Prochaska et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2007; Ofek et al. 2007; Troja
et al. 2008; D’Avanzo et al. 2009; Fong et al. 2013), due to a very
wide range of delay times, as predicted theoretically(Bagot et al.
1998; Fryer et al. 1999; Belczynski et al. 2002); (ii) a broad
distribution of spatial offsets from host-galaxy centers(Berger
2010; Fong & Berger 2013; Tunnicliffe et al. 2014), which was
predicted to arise from supernova kicks(Narayan et al. 1992;
Bloom et al. 1999); and (iii) the absence of associated
supernovae(Fox et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005c, 2005a;
Soderberg et al. 2006; Kocevski et al. 2010; Berger et al.
2013a). Despite these strong hints, proof that sGRBs were
powered by neutron star mergers remained elusive, and interest
intensified in following up gravitational-wave detections electro-
magnetically(Metzger & Berger 2012; Nissanke et al. 2013).

Evidence of beaming in some sGRBs was initially found by
Soderberg et al. (2006) and Burrows et al. (2006) and confirmed

by subsequent sGRB discoveries (see the compilation and
analysis by Fong et al. 2015 and also Troja et al. 2016). Neutron
star binary mergers are also expected, however, to produce
isotropic electromagnetic signals, which include (i) early optical
and infrared emission, a so-called kilonova/macronova (hereafter
kilonova; Li & Paczyński 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Rosswog 2005;
Metzger et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2011; Barnes & Kasen 2013;
Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Grossman et al.
2014; Barnes et al. 2016; Tanaka 2016; Metzger 2017) due to
radioactive decay of rapid neutron-capture process (r-process)
nuclei(Lattimer & Schramm 1974, 1976) synthesized in
dynamical and accretion-disk-wind ejecta during the merger;
and (ii) delayed radio emission from the interaction of the merger
ejecta with the ambient medium (Nakar & Piran 2011; Piran et al.
2013; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2016). The
late-time infrared excess associated with GRB 130603B was
interpreted as the signature of r-process nucleosynthesis (Berger
et al. 2013b; Tanvir et al. 2013), and more candidates were
identified later (for a compilation see Jin et al. 2016).
Here, we report on the global effort958 that led to the first joint

detection of gravitational and electromagnetic radiation from a
single source. An ∼ 100 s long gravitational-wave signal
(GW170817) was followed by an sGRB (GRB 170817A) and
an optical transient (SSS17a/AT 2017gfo) found in the host
galaxy NGC 4993. The source was detected across the
electromagnetic spectrum—in the X-ray, ultraviolet, optical,
infrared, and radio bands—over hours, days, and weeks. These
observations support the hypothesis that GW170817 was
produced by the merger of two neutron stars in NGC4993,
followed by an sGRB and a kilonova powered by the radioactive
decay of r-process nuclei synthesized in the ejecta.

Figure 1. Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. The left panel shows an orthographic projection of the 90% credible regions from
LIGO (190 deg2; light green), the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (31 deg2; dark green), IPN triangulation from the time delay between Fermi and INTEGRAL (light
blue), and Fermi-GBM (dark blue). The inset shows the location of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery image at 10.9 hr after the
merger (top right) and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5 days prior to merger (bottom right). The reticle marks the position of the transient in both images.

958 A follow-up program established during initial LIGO-Virgo observations
(Abadie et al. 2012) was greatly expanded in preparation for Advanced LIGO-
Virgo observations. Partners have followed up binary black hole detections,
starting with GW150914 (Abbott et al. 2016a), but have discovered no firm
electromagnetic counterparts to those events.

2

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 848:L12 (59pp), 2017 October 20 Abbott et al.

3G network will help 
identify thousands of 

kilonova and trace the 
origin of heavy elements

Abbott+ ApJ Letters, 848, L12 (2017)



M O T I VAT I O N  F O R  P R E - M E R G E R  
A L E R T S

Prompt radio emission  

short coherent radio pulse near the instant of merger  
Usov & Katz 2000; Hansen & Lyutikov 2001; Pshirkov & Postnov 2010; Lai 2012; Lyutikov 2013; Totani 
2013; Ravi & Lasky 2014; Metzger & Zivancev 2016; Wang et al. 2016; Lyutikov 2018; Wang et al. 2018  

Early UV/optical observations  

properties of shock-heated ejecta, jet formation,… 
Metzger et al 2017 (arXiv:1710.05931) 

X-ray signatures  

prior to merger from NS-NS magnetosphere interaction, crust breaking 

immediately after merger, extended emission or X-ray plateaus 

in case of a long-lived post-merger NS, there may be X-ray/UV emissions)  
Ciolfi & Siegel 2015; Metzger & Piro 2014; Siegel & Ciolfi 2015                            

GRBs  

for high total mass systems - delay O(ms) - O(10 ms)
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Example sky map 29 Hz 

Sky maps created using BAYESTAR
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Example sky map 32 Hz 

Sky maps created using BAYESTAR
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Example sky map 38 Hz 

Sky maps created using BAYESTAR
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Example sky map 49 Hz 

Sky maps created using BAYESTAR
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Example sky map 56 Hz 

Sky maps created using BAYESTAR
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Example sky map 1024 Hz 

Sky maps created using BAYESTAR
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Cosmic distance ladder

 2

Hubble constant

Dark matter density 

Dark energy density 

Dark energy 
equation of state
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TABLE 1
Description of various detector networks used in this paper.

Network Detector location Detector sensitivity flow (Hz)

2G Hanford-USA, Livingston-USA, Italy, India, Japan aLIGO, aLIGO, AdV, aLIGO, KAGRA 10, 10, 10, 10, 1
3G Utah-USA, Australia, Italy CE, CE, ET 5, 5, 1

Hetero Utah-USA, Livingston-USA, Italy, India, Japan CE, Voyager, ET, Voyager, Voyager 5, 5, 1, 5, 5
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Fig. 1.— Projected number of rich galaxy clusters with dis-
tances calibrated by GW observation of binary neutron star merg-
ers (BNS), as a function of the ratio of rates of SNe Ia to BNS
mergers (8:1 in orange; 30:1 in light blue; 300:1 in magenta)
and duration of active GW observations with appropriate sen-
sitivity (DL  300 (h/0.72)�1 Mpc). Illustrated ranges are at
90%-confidence. Upper panel: Number of rich galaxy clusters at
z < 0.072 (out of 34 in the sample) with detected BNS mergers.
Lower panel: Rates of detection for SNe Ia in the BNS host clus-
ters, quoted as rates per cluster per year of optical observations.
Plot x positions have been adjusted for clarity; all simulations were
evaluated at integer years only. See text for discussion.

We note that 90%-confidence ranges on these num-
bers are larger than the Poisson error on the number of
SNe Ia would suggest, because fluctuations in the number
of BNS host clusters with GW distance measurements
typically dominates the overall uncertainty. Overall, as
a robust lower bound, Fig. 1 shows that the BNS ap-
proach can anticipate successful calibration of >1 SNe Ia
per cluster per year, or >10 SNe Ia per cluster for ten
years of optical observation.

In the next section, we compute error in the measure-
ment of distances to the nearby galaxy clusters hosting
binary neutron star mergers and see how accurately we
can estimate distances using various networks of GW de-
tectors.

4. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT ACCURACY USING
STANDARD SIRENS

Let us consider a population of binary neutron stars is
uniformly distributed in the comoving volume between
luminosity distance DL of 10 Mpc and 300 Mpc. As we
shall see below, for binary neutron star mergers closer
than about 300 Mpc the statistical error in the distance
measurement is well below systematic errors. Moreover,
at such distances we can approximate the luminosity
distance-redshift relation to be given by the Hubble-
Lemâıtre law DL = cz/H0 and we don’t need to worry
about cosmological e↵ects. Also, since we will be using
GWs to calibrate distance to SNe in the local universe,

this distance range in more relevant.
We assume neutron stars in the binaries to be non-

spinning, have fixed masses m1 = 1.45M� and m2 =
1.35M� and be located randomly on the sky; that is,
their declination ✓ and right ascension � obey uniform in
[�1, 1] in cos ✓ and uniform in [0�, 360�] in �, respectively.
Further, we assume that the cosine of the inclination an-
gle ◆ (the angle between binary’s orbital angular momen-
tum L and the line of sight N) is uniform in [�1, 1]. The
antenna pattern functions of GW detector also depend
on the polarization angle  , which sets the inclination of
the component of L orthogonal to N (see Sec. 4.2.1 in
Sathyaprakash & Schutz (2009)). We choose  to be uni-
form in [0�, 360�]. This constitutes the parameter space,
{m1, m2, DL, ◆, ✓,�, , tc,�c}, for our target binary neu-
tron stars, where tc and �c are the time and phase at the
coalescence of the binary and we set them to be zero in
our calculations. As binary neutron stars have long in-
spirals, we use 3.5PN accurate TaylorF2 waveform (Buo-
nanno et al. 2009) to model their GWs.

Fig. 2.— Cumulative distribution of network SNR for 2G, 3G,
Hetero networks, summarized in Tab. 1. A population of binary
neutron stars with masses 1.45M� � 1.35M� have isotropic sky-
locations and orbital inclinations and are uniformly distributed in
the co-moving volume between 10 Mpc and 300 Mpc.

Currently we have three second generation (2G) GW
detectors that are operational: advanced LIGO (aLIGO)
in Hanford-USA, aLIGO in Livingston-USA, and ad-
vanced Virgo (AdV) in Italy (Aasi et al. 2015; Acernese
et al. 2015). The Japanese detector KAGRA (Aso et al.
2013; Somiya 2012) is expected to join the network in the
third observing run, and the detector in the Indian conti-
nent, LIGO-India, is expected to be online by 2025 (Iyer
et al. 2011). Therefore, in a few years time we will have a
network of 2G detectors fully operational, observing the

Gupta+, 2019
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3G network will calibrate nearby supernovae, determine 
dark energy equation of state and its variation with redshift

Contours of constant signal-
to-noise ratio

Credit: Alberto Mangiagli Credit: Michele Maggiore
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Figure 2. Posterior distribution of chirp
mass Mc and total mass Mtotal obtained us-
ing LISA (blue); a third-generation ground-
based detector network consisting of ET [35]
and CE [1] (red); and the combined measure-
ment (dark green). The matched-filter SNR
of this system was 5.5 in LISA and 1010 in
the ground-based network.

Briefly, the results in Fig. 2 were

derived as follows. We first ran

a Fisher matrix calculation to pro-

duce posterior distributions represen-

tative of the LISA measurement. In

the Fisher matrix approximation, the

likelihood is a multivariate Gaussian.

We augmented LALInference [48],

the Bayesian stochastic sampler rou-

tinely used by the LIGO and Virgo

collaborations, to use the covariance

matrix produced in the first step as

a Bayesian prior for parameter esti-

mation with ground-based data. We

simulated the GW signals of IMBHs

using the IMRPhenomPv2 waveform

template [26; 43] and added them

to Gaussian noise. The final poste-

rior was calculated using a coherent

Bayesian analysis [48]. For this proof

of principle, we neglected spins in our waveform models. Unlike in Fig. 1, the masses

in Fig. 2 are ”observer-frame” masses, and so larger than the ”source-frame” values

by the factor (1 + z). (This choice avoids the propagation of distance errors into the

displayed result, which would unnecessarily complicate the interpretation.) In this

case, we see that the degeneracy-breaking shrinks the area of the 2-� error ellipse by

about six orders of magnitude!

We note, however, that the benefits from multi-band data illustrated in Fig. 2 do

decrease as the total mass decreases. For stellar-mass sources like GW150914, the

SNR in the ground-based detectors is so high [53] that little is gained by folding-in

LISA’s measurements, at least where the binary’s parameters are concerned. However,

even for stellar mass binaries, combining the low- and high-frequency signals can

significantly strengthen some tests of general relativity, as discussed below.

4) Multiband observations are expected to yield stringent tests of general

relativity. This is for basically the same reason that multiband observations can

lead to large improvements in parameter estimation: tracking the GW phase over

several decades in frequency provides a long ”lever-arm” for comparing measurement

to theory. The improvements in bounds on various theories of gravity coming from

multiband observations have been quantified [5; 12; 8]; to summarize, IMBH binaries

with total mass Mtotal ⇠ 103M� should provide especially strong constraints, since

in that mass regime the SNR can be large in both frequency bands. The optical

configurations of some ground-based instruments could also be optimized, specifically

M U L T I B A N D  -  L I S A  A N D  3 G
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chirps with frequency increasing in time and, therefore, time increases left-to-right

along these tracks.

Both signal tracks begin four years prior to merger. We first see their inspiral

in LISA, and roughly four years later we see their merger and ringdown in ground

detectors. Fig. 1b shows the redshift z and luminosity distance DL out to which BH

binaries can be detected for these three observatories, as a function of their total

mass. Here the binaries are taken to be equal-mass and non-spinning, the masses

refer to the ”source-frame,” the detection threshold is taken as a signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) > 8 for a source with optimal sky location and orientation, we use a canonical

⇤CDM model to determine DL(z), and the gravitational waveforms are generated

using the IMRPhenomPv2 model [26; 43].
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Figure 1. (a): Frequency tracks of binary BH signals, compared to the noise curves for
LISA, ET and CE. The (30 + 30)M� binary will radiate at ⇠ 10 mHz four years prior to
merger, while the (1000 + 1000)M� IMBH binary will sweep through most of the LISA
band in that time. (b): Redshift out to which BH binaries are detectable, for current
and proposed ground-based GW experiments. We consider equal-mass, non-spinning BHs.
Masses refer to the source frame, and our criterion for detectability is that the SNR should
be > 8 for a binary with optimal sky location and oriention.

Fig. 1b shows that for ET or CE, a GW150914-like signal will be detectable up to

z & 10. The ”sweet spot” for joint space and ground detection of IMBHs will be

M ⇠ 700M�; such binaries will be jointly detectable out to z ⇠ 3. For stellar-mass

binaries, LISA will be much less sensitive than ET or CE, independently detecting

only a small fraction of the stellar-mass binaries observed on the ground. However

one can exploit the ground-based binary parameter measurements to greatly focus the

search through archived LISA data, and hence reduce the SNR threshold needed to

confidently identify the binary signals in the low-frequency data set. Wong et al. [54]

showed that this data analysis strategy should increase the number of multiband

detections by a factor ⇠ 4–7. This increased number of detections will amplify the

power of statistical comparisons between di↵erent astrophysical binary population

and evolution models [13; 22; 45; 46; 25].

Cutler+ arXiv:1903.04069

Multi-band observations with 
LISA will help 3G detectors to 
improve characterization of 
sources and tests of GR by 

several orders of magnitude
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Credit: Alberto Mangiagli

3G + LISA, will 
characterize 
every binary 
black hole 

merger in the 
universe, and  

explore 
demographics of 
seed black holes 
and their growth

R Valiante+ in preparation



S U P E R N O V A E

signature of physics of supernova 
progenitor mass  
proto-NS core oscillation modes 
core rotation rate 
mass accretion rate from shock 
geometry of collapse 

NS equation of state 
spectrum of GW signal 
following the phase evolution 

fate of collapse 
neutron star vs black hole 
formation 

3G sensitive to CCSN in the Milky 
Way, rates 1-2 per century
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ZAMS Mass
Optimal distance (kpc) Normalized �

2

(10Hz-450Hz)
Normalized �

2

(450Hz-2000Hz)
3D 2D 2D truncated 3D 2D 3D 2D

9M� 2.43 15.51 15.46 0.342 0.232 0.658 0.767
11M� 5.87 31.96 26.68 0.154 0.058 0.845 0.941

11M� (w/o MB) 5.99 28.78 26.04 0.131 0.099 0.869 0.9
19M� (w/o MB) 7.75 40.61 37.18 0.120 0.074 0.880 0.925

25M� 13.35 48.26 40.09 0.12 0.069 0.88 0.931
60M� 9.63 48.79 36.30 0.211 0.065 0.790 0.935

TABLE II. The optimal distances for aLIGO and �
2 for a flat PSD in the frequency bandwidths 10Hz - 450Hz and 450Hz -

2000Hz for waveforms.

waveforms have emission at higher frequencies but they
are much lower in amplitude. Therefore, for the purposes
of optimization, we limit ourselves to an upper limit of
2kHz in the phenomenological waveform.

To build the phenomenological waveform, we divide
the frequency domain into four bins ranging from – 10 Hz
to 250 Hz, 250 Hz to 500 Hz, 500 Hz to 1 kHz and 1 kHz
to 2 kHz. For each of the chosen central frequencies f i

o
,

the quality factor Qi and the amplitude hi

o
are chosen so

as to minimize the error in the normalized power in the
four di↵erent bins of frequencies above. The error in the
normalized power in each bin is then added in quadrature
for di↵erent waveforms and is given by

�e =

vuut 1

N � 1

NX

i

(Model
fhigh

flow
�NR

fhigh

flow
)2 (3)

This approach gives us a simple but robust
gravitational waveform, free from the parameter
degeneracies but capturing the features of gravitational
wave radiation from CCSN. We will use this to perform
optimization and maximize the range for this waveform
and thus for CCSN. The errors in the di↵erent frequency
bins ranging from 10Hz to 250Hz, 250Hz to 500Hz, 500Hz
to 1kHz and 1kHz to 2kHz is 3%, 9%, 2% and 19%
respectively. The higher error in the last frequency bin is
by the construction of the phenomenological waveform
and is added to incorporate the features persistent
in the 2D waveforms which show higher emissions in
this frequency range discussed in section §II. Fig. 2
shows the phenomenological waveform constructed. We
incorporate this waveform as a reference supernovae
signal within GWINC [48]. The ranges, horizon, and
reach for the phenomenological waveform can then be
calculated by solving for distance D which would rescale
the waveform in equation 2 as 1/D.

In each of the subsequent sections, we go back to each
of the numerical waveforms and recompute the ranges
achieved with all the di↵erent detector designs considered
in our study.
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FIG. 2. The figure shows the phenomenological waveform
used as a representative for gravitational wave emission
from CCSN. The waveform is constructed by using five
sine-Gaussian bursts with di↵erent central frequencies fo =
95, 175, 525, 950 and 1500 Hz. The quality factor and
the amplitude at each central frequency are then derived by
minimizing the normalized power emitted in four di↵erent
bins of frequency from 10 Hz to 250 Hz, 250 Hz to 500 Hz,
500 Hz to 1000 Hz and 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz. The overall
amplitude of the phenomenological waveform is not calculated
by the fit and can be rescaled. We are interested in the
broad features in frequency in di↵erent waveforms which is
e↵ectively captured in the phenomenological waveform.

IV. OPTIMIZING SN DETECTABILITY FOR
3G DETECTORS

We use the phenomenological gravitational-wave
waveform for CCSN to explore detector configurations
that optimize the Cosmic Explorer detector’s sensitivity
to CCSN. To avoid overemphasis on any particular
frequency chosen in the phenomenological waveform,
we down weight narrow-band configurations during the
process of optimization. We also avoid narrow-band
designs so that the optimized detector’s sensitivity to
BNS is greater then 1 Gpc. We will explore the
narrow-band configurations with a di↵erent approach
discussed in section §IVC

A. Broadband configuration tuned for Supernovae

Quantum noise is the predominant source of noise
which limits the performance of the gravitational-wave

Srivastava+ arXiv:1906.00084



C O N T I N U O U S  W A V E S ,  P U L S A R  
G L I T C H E S ,  M A G N E T A R  F L A R E S ,  …
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continuous wave sources 

EOS, elasticity (mountains) of 
phases; deformations and 
precession 

microphysics input: transport in 
cold matter (shear, bulk viscosities), 
neutrino cooling 

GR modeling of oscillations, 
stability and dependence on EoS 

effect of magnetic fields, spin-
evolution, magnetically induced 
deformations 

binary systems: dynamics, X-rays, 
spin-evolution, QPOs



N E U T R O N  S T A R  Q U A K E S

transients 

EOS of cold matter, superfluidity for glitches and relaxations, 
hot-matter in core-collapse 

microphysics of neutrino interactions in core-collapse, mutual 
friction in superfluids 

modelling magnetar oscillations and bursts 

modeling pulsar glitches, precession, elasticity 

beyond standard model physics GR 

effects of dark matter particles 

testing GR with observations of GW 

modeling phenomena in theories beyond GR
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O P P O R T U N I T Y  F O R  N E W  
D I S C O V E R I E S  

gravitational window is a completely different observational tool 
compared to em window 

experience tells us that each observational window had led to 
discoveries never imagined before 

x-ray, radio, infra-red, gamma-ray, cosmic rays, … 

gravitational wave detectors, especially at good sensitivities, 
should be expected to make new discoveries 

could lead to new physics that help us understand missing 
links in fundamental physics and astrophysics
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C H A L L E N G E S  A N D  Q U E S T I O N S

origin and evolution of compact binary mergers? 

can primordial black holes account for LIGO-Virgo black 
holes? 

can stellar evolution produce black holes in the mass gap? 

low- and high-mass gaps 

why are effective spins close to zero? 

we have greater sensitivity to higher spins 

are any of our events lensed? 

what are the different components in kilonova? 

what is the origin and evolution of supermassive black holes? 

are there any systematics in the luminosities of type Ia SNe? 

how large are NS ellipticities?
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